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Chapter 2981 It’s Unfortunate That You’re Not a Detective 

Although she did not drink much, a person like her who had terrible tolerance would still be affected no 

matter how little she drank. 

So Yan Zhiqing wanted to drink some milk to relieve it. 

Just as she inserted the straw inside, she heard Fang Qiaohan ask, “That’s not right. If he has his own 

work, your crew’s meal would have had nothing to do with him. You said just now that he’s with you, so 

it means that he attended the get-together with you guys.” 

“…” Yan Zhiqing looked at her weakly. “It’s unfortunate that you’re not a detective. Your attentiveness 

and wit are wasted.” 

Fang Qiaohan was speechless. 

“Hehe, you’re so good at making jokes,” said Fang Qiaohan, putting on a fake smile. 

She could not help but think about when she first became Yan Zhiqing’s assitant; she had felt perturbed 

inside. 

Yan Zhiqing’s background had not been hidden. 

Although it was not to the point where everyone knew, those who knew a little about the entertainment 

industry or those who searched Yan Zhiqing online would know 

Yan Zhiqing’s background and family members were all written clearly there. 

That was such a luxurious lineup. 

Fang Qiaohan felt that a girl who was born into a rich family and was a celebrity would definitely be 

arrogant. 

She had even prepared for Yan Zhiqing to have a bad temper. 

She wanted to try and see if Yan Zhiqing’s temper was bearable. 

However, after following Yan Zhiqing, she found to her surprise that Yan Zhiqing’s personality was not 

very soft. 

After all, not everyone who was soft was easy to be bullied. 

If she was easy to be bullied, she would not have the success she had now. 

Yan Zhiqing was not to be trifled with, but that did not mean that her temper was bad. 

On the contrary. As long as something did not cross the line, she did not really care, and she was 

someone who did not worry about trivial matters. 

Although Fang Qiaohan was her assistant, due to Yan Zhiqing’s personality, the two did not feel distant 

at all. 



Together, they were like colleagues and friends. 

Yan Zhiqing did not treat Fang Qiaohan like an outsider. 

She was willing to share everything with Fang Qiaohan. 

Or else, Fang Qiaohan would not have known about the love-hate relationship between Yan Zhiqing and 

Wei Wucai. 

However, Fang Qiaohan knew her limits. 

Whether it was business or private matters, she felt natural and unbounded when spending time with 

Yan Zhiqing. 

But she would not be forgetful and have no self-awareness just because of that. 

However, when she needed to ask Yan Zhiqing something, Fang Qiaohan would not hold back. 

About something innocuous, Fang Qiaohan would ask until she got to the end of it. 

However, without needing Fang Qiaohan to ask, Yan Zhiqing started talking herself. 

Anyway, even if she did not say it, Fang Qioahan would see Wei Wucai when she joined the crew 

tomrrow. 

So Yan Zhiqing said, “He’s also part of the crew.” 

This time, it was Fang Qiaohan’s turn to be dumbstruck. 

“What do you mean?” Fang Qiaohan sat next to Yan Zhiqing. “Crew. It’s your movie’s crew?” 

Yan Zhiqing nodded uncomfortably. “Yes. I, too, only found out tonight. That Ledepic More special 

effects company is his.” 

“He… he is Ledepic More’s boss?” Fang Qiaohan could not believe it. 

This was too extraordinary. 

“Wei Wucai is too low-key.” Fang Qiaohan felt that she needed to get to know this world all over again. 

“Didn’t you say that Luo Qingxian looked down on him before? Now, if Luo Qingxian finds out about this, 

won’t she feel so regretful?” 

  

Chapter 2982 I Am Also Not Good with Such a Professional Matter 

However, Fang Qiaohan and Yan Zhiqing were not short-sighted like Shi Xiaoya. 

Although the two did not know what Wei Wucai did, they knew that he was not ordinary. They could not 

just treat him casually. 

Now that she heard Yan Zhiqing say this, Fang Qiaohan felt like it must be this way. 

She did not know where her confidence in Wei Wucai came from. 



Yan Zhiqing thought that it was normal for a person to think of Luo Qingxian. 

But Wei Wucai dared to blame her. 

“That’s right, the special effects of ‘Left Right’ are going to be done by Ledepic More, so Wei Wucai also 

joined the crew,” said Yan Zhiqing. 

Fang Qiaohan thought in her heart that it was fate, but she did not dare to say it out loud, or else Yan 

Zhiqing would be furious. 

“Oh, right,” said Fang Qiaohan. “How do you plan to deal with Lu Xiuse?” 

Seeing that Fang Qiaohan had stopped mentioning Wei Wucai, Yan Zhiqing let out a sigh of relief. 

“I just hurriedly looked at those pictures. I didn’t have time to look at them carefully,” said Yan Zhiqing. 

“Let me take a look first.” 

Fang Qiaohan took out the computer straight away. “Let’s use the computer to look at it. It’ll be clearer 

and more convenient. Da Xiong sent me the whole thing straight away. The ones that I sent you are just 

a part of it.” 

So, the two used the computer to look at the pictures. 

In the end, Yan Zhiqing picked a few pictures. 

“Crop the pictures. I just want to teach Lu Xiuse a lesson; I don’t want to trouble other people,” said Yan 

Zhiqing, looking at the pictures. 

So Fang Qiaohan started cropping the pictures that were chosen. 

After that, Yan Zhiqing felt troubled. “This… I am also not good at such a professional matter.” 

“Should we ask Lu Man for help?” Fang Qiaohan suggested. 

“Lu Man is pregnant now. I can’t keep troubling her.” Yan Zhiqing scratched her head. 

However, after the two thought for a while, they still could not think of a suitable person. 

Yan Zhiqing sighed. “Then I’ll trouble Lu Man again.” 

“This is not a very complicated matter. Lu Man should be able to handle it, right?” said Fang Qiaohan. 

“If it’s more complicated, I won’t dare to deal with it. If I make Lu Man too tired, Han Zhuoli won’t let me 

off the hook.” Yan Zhiqing scratched her hair. 

Obviously, even without the threat of Han Zhuoli, she was embarrassed to trouble Lu Man too much at 

this time. 

After pondering for a while, Yan Zhiqing still summoned up her courage to call Lu Man. 

was 

When she got Yan Zhiqing’s call, Lu Man was joyful. “You guys are with the crew, right? Are you used to 

it? How are the other actors? Is there anyone who made you unhappy?” 



“Nope, we’re pretty good here. Xiaoya is also doing pretty well. Xiaoya, Zhuofeng, and I are looking out 

for each other here,” said Yan Zhiqing. 

Lu Man laughed out loud at what Yan Zhiqing said. 

The way Yan Zhiqing said it, those who did not know would think that the production crew was an 

extremely dangerous place; they even needed to look out for each other. 

“How are you feeling? How’s your energy?” asked Yan Zhiqing. 

When Lu Man heard this, she guessed that Yan Zhiqing probably had something that she needed help 

for. 

Lu Man smiled and said, “I am more comfortable than I was a few months ago. My appetite is better, 

and these two months aren’t as difficult as the coming months when my stomach will get bigger. It’s 

considered a good time. 

“And my energy is pretty good. I am panicking from the boredom at home, and I can’t join any acting 

work. I am suffering from being restrained at home.” 

  

Chapter 2983 Like Tickling Her 

Lu Man did not need Yan Zhiqing to say anything. She presumed that Yan Zhiqing was embarrassed to 

do so. 

So she was extremely thoughtful and talked first. “So if you have any work for me, just tell me. This will 

also save me, who is rotting.” 

How would Yan Zhiqing not know that Lu Man was taking the initiative to speak first just to help her? 

Yan Zhiqing felt more embarrassed. She scratched her head and told Lu Man: 

“I don’t know anything about this, you see.” Yan Zhiqing rubbed her nose. “And I was impetuous. I just 

wanted to go ahead and teach her a lesson. I haven’t even thought of how to follow up and I just went 

ahead with 

it. 

“In the end, I don’t even know what to do next…” said Yan Zhiqing, embarrassed. “I don’t know if the 

follow-up will be troublesome. If it’s too troublesome, then never mind.” 

“Tell me, what level do you want?” asked Lu Man. 

Yan Zhiqing blinked. “You can handle it based on levels?” 

It was no wonder she did not know anything. 

A professional was indeed a professional. 

“Of course,” said Lu Man, smiling. “Just tell me, what kind of result do you want?” 



Yan Zhiqing scratched her hair and said, “Actually, I don’t want to do too much. Coincidentally, her 

production crew is also shooting a movie nearby. I don’t want her to annoy me in the future, so I just 

want to let her production crew know that while both sides were having a dinner party, she did not go 

to their production crew but came to our production crew to gain favor.” 

She went on, “If the director finds out, he will definitely not feel good. How he will repay her is none of 

my business.” 

Lu Man laughed. “You’re not really doing anything to her. It’s like tickling her.” 

“I don’t want to do too much. I don’t need to eliminate her completely,” said Yan Zhiqing. 

“Fine.” Lu Man nodded. “I know what to do.” 

Yan Zhiqing did not care about how Lu Xiuse would suffer. She only cared about Lu Man. “Will this be 

too tiring for you? Is it hard to do? Is it complicated?” 

It could be heard that Yan Zhiqing really cared. 

And there seemed to be a hint of nervousness. 

Lu Man turned her head and saw that Han Zhuoli was right next to her, disagreeing strongly while 

looking at Lu Man’s phone. 

He could not go to Yan Zhiqing through the phone straight away. 

Or else, it was very possible that this man would have headed over and launched his gaze attack on Yan 

Zhiqing. 

Lu Man had a feeling that Yan Zhiqing cared so much probably because she was scared of Han Zhuoli. 

She was terrified that Han Zhuoli would make her pay. 

Lu Man held in her laughter and said, “It’s not troublesome, don’t worry. This matter is very easy, it 

won’t be tiring.” 

She then warned, “However, I’m not the one involved. It’s you who’ll have to watch out.” 

“Why?” asked Yan Zhiqing. 

“The moment these pictures are out, if Lu Xiuse is not dumb, she will probably think of you. Then, she 

will definitely give you a lot of trouble,” warned Lu Man. “So you have to be careful. After the news is 

out, you have to put your guard up against her.” 

“Ah, that.” Yan Zhiqing realized it suddenly. 

Actually, she could think of that, but maybe just not as fast as Lu Man could. 

After a while, even without Lu Man’s warning, Yan Zhiqing could also have thought of it herself. 

  

Chapter 2984 Let’s Partner Up? 



But after Lu Man warned her, Yan Zhiqing started paying attention to that. 

“I got it.” Yan Zhiqing nodded seriously. “I will watch out for her.” 

Then, Lu Man asked Yan Zhiqing for the pictures. 

After these were handed to Lu Man, Lu Man did not straight away bring the topic to its final goal. 

She did not even mention Lu Xiuse ignoring her production crew’s get-together to try to gain favor from 

Wu Mosen. 

She just asked someone to post these pictures online. 

They were all pictures of the production crew of “Left Right” getting together. 

Even the content exposing her only contained information about the get-together of Wu Mosen’s new 

movie “Left Right” in a small restaurant. 

Da Xiong was not the only one who took these pictures. Many paparazzi, who followed this production 

crew, also took pictures. 

The pictures that Yan Zhiqing gave had no other people in them. 

However, the other paparazzi did not have these concerns. The people in the pictures were clear. 

According to Yan Zhiqing, at the same time in that same restaurant, Lu Xiuse’s production crew was also 

having a get-together. 

The paparazzi would definitely take pictures of that side too. 

Even if they did not intentionally follow them, they would also take pictures if they saw it. 

Compared to Wu Mosen’s lineup, Lu Xiuse’s side did not look too good. 

So even if the paparazzi were to take pictures of them, it was just done in passing. 

So Lu Man went to ask who took pictures of Lu Xiuse’s production crew in passing. 

Lu Man had been making so much noise online for so long. Not only had she built a good relationship 

with Da Xiong, but she was also famous in the world of paparazzi. 

When she met Da Xiong in the past, she had depended on Tang Zi to be the middle person. 

But after Eight Skin Entertainment and Da Xiong made it big, with their position in the gossiping world 

getting higher and higher, it was natural that they would be connected to Lu Man. 

Lu Man had not only given them a huge wave of news from time to time. 

Sometimes, when the two ran out of ideas, they would also ask Lu Man to help them come up with 

some. 

The tricks that Lu Man gave them had never been wrong. 

When those in the same industry saw that the two were thriving, they could not sit still anymore. 



They took the initiative to connect with Lu Man. 

In the past, it was Lu Man who went to Da Xiong and Eight Skin Entertainment; the three were in a long-

term partnership. 

Those who came now obviously could not be compared to Da Xiong and Eight Skin Entertainment. 

However, Lu Man would not just ignore them. 

It was not wrong to associate with more people. 

So she would leak some news to them occasionally as well. 

When many partnered up, wouldn’t the generated effect increase? 

This time too, it would coincidentally be useful. 

Lu Man immediately contacted them. 

As expected, there were a few who had taken pictures of Lu Xiuse’s dinner party. 

Lu Man looked at the pictures that they sent. 

Some had Lu Xiuse in the room while some did not. 

As Yan Zhiqing had said it beforehand, Lu Man knew that when Lu Xiuse was not here, she was over at 

Yan Zhiqing’s side. 

She returned afterward, so her pictures were taken. 

Lu Man said to them, “I have a piece of news that’s not considered huge, but I want to ask for your help 

to make it huge. Let’s partner up, okay?” 

Today’s was indeed not a huge news. 

It was meaningless to post the pictures of those actors getting together. 

But they agreed after Lu Man told this to them. 

Lu Man added them into a group straight away. 

“This is how it goes. Tonight, coincidentally, the production crew of Director Wu’s ‘Left Right’ and Lu 

Xiuse’s production crew all had dinner parties at the same place and at the same time.” 

  

Chapter 2985 Not Giving Them a Chance to Survive 

“Did you guys notice? On Director Wu’s side, Lu Xiuse was also there. And in some of your pictures, Lu 

Xiuse was not with her own production crew. Lu Xiuse abandoned her crew members from the start and 

went to Director Wu’s side.” 

Everyone’s sense for gossip was extremely sensitive. 

After hearing Lu Man’s words, they understood without needing more explanations. 



“This is worth exposing!” 

“This can be done!” 

“There hasn’t been any news lately. I have news about a few celebrities, but it was regulated by them, 

so even if I have it, I can’t use it. I have been hated by netizens lately.” 

Those whom Lu Man had added into the group were people who were pretty good when they partnered 

up previously. These were people Lu Man felt like she could associate with after some time. They would 

not simply leak the conversation in this group. 

Besides, if there was someone who leaked the conversation in the group for benefits or topicality, the 

others would not forgive them. 

Nobody would be stupid enough to do this dangerous thing that would risk angering everyone. 

And even if this was leaked, it would not actually help to gain much benefits. 

Moreover, Lu Man was in there. 

What was the difference between offending Lu Man and offending Han Zhuoli? 

So Lu Man was able to create a group in peace, unafraid that people would betray her. 

However, Da Xiong and Eight Skin Entertainment still made it clear beforehand. 

“Let’s get the unpleasantness out of the way. Lu Man added us into a group to discuss this because of 

the trust among us. If anyone dares to betray us and expose this, I, Da Xiong, will never collaborate with 

them again,” said Da Xiong. 

Eight Skin Entertainment also followed along. “Same for me. And there are many accounts that are good 

with me. They will definitely do me a favor.” 

Everyone expressed that this would not happen. 

“Da Xiong, Eight Skin, you’re looking down on us. Since Lu Man trusts us, it means that we’re not people 

who will do that. I am saying too that I will stop collaborating with anyone who betrays us.” 

When the others saw this, they realized that this person had beaten them to being the first to make his 

position clear; he was so cunning. 

So they all made their positions clear in the same way one after another. 

They all expressed that they would not collaborate with those who betrayed them. 

They did not care whether they could actually do it, but at least, their stance could be seen. 

Lu Man smiled and said, “Since I added everyone, I trust everyone. Or else, why would I add a few when 

there’s such a huge team out there? And also, thank you, everyone, for helping me.” 

“You’re being too courteous. Being able to collaborate with you is an honor!” The person who had made 

a statement right after Da Xiong and Eight Skin Entertainment was nicknamed Box, and he had snatched 

the opportunity to beat others to it again. 



Other than Da Xiong and Eight Skin Entertainment, the others were itching from anger. 

This person’s mouth was so quick! 

He was too good at currying favor! 

Was he not giving them a chance to survive? 

None of them was willing to be slow. They all expressed that they were very willing to collaborate with 

Lu Man and that Lu Man did not need to be so courteous. 

After the courtesies, Lu Man started to talk about business. 

Then, after a while, Da Xiong and Box posted the dinner pictures of the production crew of “Left Right.” 

As Yan Zhiqing cared about the others in her production crew, she did not ask Da Xiong to post the 

pictures of other people. 

But Box did not have these concerns. 

So the pictures from Box were more complete. 

  

Chapter 2986 This Operation Is a Little Awesome 

There were still some netizens who were confused after seeing it. “Do you guys not have any news 

anymore? You guys even take pictures of this. So boring.” 

“But it’s so rare that such a get-together is very decent. Everyone ate and drank like friends; there’s 

nothing messy.” 

“Saw Gao Zishan and Yan Zhiqing. The two dress very casually in private.” 

“And very beautiful too!” 

At this moment, a netizen said, “Am I the only one who saw Lu Xiuse in the pictures?” 

This person had been arranged by Lu Man beforehand. 

Another person said, “If I remember correctly, Lu Xiuse is not in this movie’s production crew, right? 

When ‘Left Right’ released their actors list, Lu Xiuse was not on it. Perhaps she joined afterward?” 

“Nope. I know that Lu Xiuse is acting in ‘A Coincidental Happy Match.’ My friend is her die-hard fan and 

knows everything about her work itinerary. Lu Xiuse shouldn’t have the time to join ‘Left Right.’ Wu 

Mosen doesn’t look like someone who allows actors to join halfway.” 

Another netizen said, “I remember now. Didn’t Lu Xiuse argue with Yan Zhiqing? In a flash, she’s now 

eating with Yan Zhiqing on the same table? They’re even sitting together.” 

“The pictures are not clear, so we can’t really see Yan Zhiqing’s expression. But given Yan Zhiqing’s 

personality, she is probably not happy with it.” 



“Lu Xiuse is part of another production crew but she joined the dinner party of Left Right’s production 

crew? In these pictures, other than Lu Xiuse, everyone is an actor in ‘Left Right.’ She’s the only outsider. 

This operation is a little awesome.” 

At this moment, the other people in Lu Man’s group posted the dinner party of Lu Xiuse’s production 

crew. 

“The production crews of ‘A Coincidental Happy Match’ and ‘Left Right’ were having a dinner party at 

the same time in the same restaurant, but they’re in different private rooms. This is very fateful,” the 

message attached said. 

Now, everyone knew that Lu Xiuse had abandoned her own production crew’s dinner party to gain favor 

from Wu Mosen. 

As for how they knew that Lu Xiuse was there to gain favor from Wu Mosen? 

Among them, Wu Mosen was the biggest. If she was not there for Wu Mosen, was she there to gain 

favor from her enemy Yan Zhiqing? 

The netizens who watched the fun straight away tagged the director of “A Coincidental Happy Match,” 

Chen Jinglin. 

“A Coincidental Happy Match” was not an unremarkable movie. It’s even a huge IP. There must be a 

fanbase. 

If Wu Mosen’s “Left Right” did not exist, this movie would have attracted a lot of attention. 

The director Chen Jinglin was also not an unremarkable nobody. 

After the dinner, Chen Jinglin had returned to his hotel and was just about to look at the discussion 

about their movie. 

It was quite unlucky as to clash with Wu Mosen’s “Left Right.” 

However, it was not like their movie was not topical at all. 

Chen Jinglin thought about how to publicize the movie. 

Unexpectedly, after he logged on to Weibo, he saw countless notifications. 

When he tapped on them, he was so enraged that he laughed. 

This Lu Xiuse was really unsatisfied with what she had. 

Even if she wanted to climb to a higher place, he had no problems with it. 

However, what Lu Xiuse did tonight was akin to looking down on him. 

No matter what, he was still a director. 

Lu Xiuse’s acting role was in his hands! 

It was not easy for him to change Lu Xiuse’s script at this moment just because of this. It would make 

him seem petty. 



  

Chapter 2987 Almost Did Not Go Crazy 

However, he could still contact other connections and strip away Lu Xiuse’s other resources. 

In the industry, there was always a small circle. 

But everyone in the small circle had their own circle. 

They divided and spread like cells. 

If they were to be calculated in detail, the range would be terrifying. 

Using every connection that he knew, if he really got serious, he could even blacklist Lu 

Xiuse. 

However, a small matter like tonight’s would not need Chen Jinglin to blacklist Lu Xiuse, but he must 

teach her a huge lesson, letting her know that Chen Jinglin should not be shamed. 

She had shamed him to gain favor from Wu Mosen. He really admired Lu Xiuse’s courage. 

Chen Jinglin did things in a straightforward manner. He did not threaten Lu Xiuse specifically. 

He did not warn her about what he would do. 

Chen Jinglin felt that that would be too stupid and was not high-class at all. 

Who would inform a person before bullying them? 

So Chen Jinglin did not go to Lu Xiuse. 

Not only did he not go to Lu Xiuse, but Chen Jinglin was even silent and did not show any reaction. 

When Lu Xiuse saw the news online, her production crew was extremely quiet. Lu Xiuse thought that 

Chen Jinglin still did not know about this. 

But she did not know that Chen Jinglin had already made a round of calls. 

After Lu Xiuse was done with this movie, she should not expect to have any resources. 

They would continue to publicize this movie passionately. In the short term, Lu Xiuse would not be 

unpopular; she could still keep her popularity and fans. 

However, after this movie had scheduled its release and she had outlived her usefulness, Chen Jinglin 

could completely kick her to the curb. 

After Chen Jinglin made a round of calls, he finally ended the last one. 

He knew that there were investors behind Lu Xiuse. 

After all, it was those investors who had spent money so Lu Xiuse could join this movie. 



But after he made that round of calls, it was unknown whether Lu Xiuse’s investors would still spend 

more money to fund her. 

Just in case, Chen Jinglin even specifically urged his friends to not make this known and stay silent. 

After all, Lu Xiuse was still acting in his movie. 

It would not be good if it affected the quality of the film. 

Besides, if Lu Xiuse found out earlier, she would definitely come to him for atonement, trying to gain his 

favor. 

A person like Lu Xiuse, how could her words be trusted? 

Chen Jinglin was certain that he would not be soft-hearted, but he would be annoyed if someone tried 

to gain favor shamelessly by his side when he knew clearly that she was not true-hearted. 

Chen Jinglin would only be disgusted. 

That was why he had asked his friends to contact each other in secret, not making it such a huge deal 

that Lu Xiuse would find out. 

It would not be too late to let Lu Xiuse know after the filming was done. 

Chen Jinglin had already planned out everything. 

But he did not want others to say that he was petty. Lu Xiuse looked down on him, making him a joke. 

If he endured it with a good temper, anybody could look down on him. 

Even if Lu Xiuse had only wanted to sit around their room for a while before saying that she wanted to 

give a toast to Wu Mosen, he would not have felt that it was a bad thing. 

But Lu Xiuse just had to choose a way that said she completely looked down on him. How could that be? 

When Chen Jinglin was thinking about this, Lu Xiuse had already seen the comments of the netizens 

online. 

After she had seen them, she came close to going crazy. 

  

Chapter 2988 Wei Wucai Was Just Next Door 

A netizen commented, “Lu Xiuse went to Wu Mosen’s party first. Isn’t she looking down too much on 

their movie’s director, Chen Jinglin?” 

“Lu Xiuse is impressive! Wouldn’t this create hatred between Chen Jinglin and Wu Mosen? The two 

might have grudges with each other because of this.” 

“This probably would not create any grudges. After all, compared to Wu Mosen, Chen Jinglin is really not 

very good. However, this does not mean that Lu Xiuse can just ignore Chen Jinglin like that. Lu Xiuse 

crossed the line this time.” 



“Things have gotten so big; Chen Jinglin must be feeling ashamed tonight.” 

After so much was said, naturally, Lu Xiuse’s fans came forward to protect her. 

They even started scolding others. 

However, this could not protect Lu Xiuse at all. 

Instead, it made people feel even more irritated, so they stopped talking for now. 

Annoyed, Lu Xiuse closed these pages, then she opened WeChat. 

Their production crew also had their own group for the convenience of contacting each other. 

Nobody was chatting in the group right now. It’s very quiet. 

She looked through her Friends feed. Chen Jinglin did not post anything new. 

This made Lu Xiuse feel a little uncertain. 

Did Chen Jinglin and the others in the production crew not know about the mess online? 

They were in a production crew; it’s actually that inconvenient. Although it’s easy to go online now, 

when they were really busy, they did not have time to do that at all. 

So their reaction would be slower. 

And everyone had drunk quite a bit tonight, so there were some who slept immediately after going 

back. They might not be able to find out about what was happening online instantly. 

She did not even find out instantly. 

Lu Xiuse pondered for a while, gritted her teeth, and went out with her room card. 

* 

* 

* 

Chen Jinglin had already decided to rest when, suddenly, his room’s doorbell rang. 

Chen Jinglin raised his eyebrows and had a guess in his heart. 

However, the hotel room doors did not have peepholes, so if Chen Jinglin did not open the door, he 

would not be able to see the situation outside. 

But Chen Jinglin was not dumb. He pretended that he did not hear it and called his assistant, asking the 

assistant to run around as a pretense and see who was at his door. 

The assistant also knew the bad things Lu Xiuse had done, and he immediately left his room. 

After a while, while Chen Jinglin’s doorbell was still ringing, he got the assistant’s call. 

“Director Chen, Lu Xiuse is at your door,” said the assistant. 



“Okay, I got it.” Chen Jinglin knew what was going on. “Then I’ll pretend that I’m asleep and didn’t hear. 

Let her tell me in the day if she has anything to say.” 

He went on, “Or else, if I let her enter late at night, I can’t be so sure what happens.” 

If this was someone else, he could still consider it. 

Lu Xiuse? 

Never mind. 

She would cling to him. 

Besides, did she not look down on him and stick to Wu Mosen? 

Then she should not come to him so late at night. 

So Chen Jinglin put on his earphones, played music, and read a book on the bed, completely blocking the 

sound of the doorbell. 

*** 

At Yan Zhiqing’s place, Fang Qiaohan returned to her own room. 

Now, Yan Zhiqing was left alone in this room. 

When Fang Qiaohan was here, she did not feel it. 

Now that she was left alone, she remembered that Wei Wucai was just next door. 

Yan Zhiqing suddenly felt extremely uneasy. 

Although there was a wall in between them, there was a strange feeling of the two being extremely 

close. 

Yan Zhiqing went to take a shower. 

Now, she was completely relaxed. She snuggled into bed. 

She was completely covered in the soft blanket, looking extra comfortable. 

  

Chapter 2989 Looked Over as He Closed the Door 

Yan Zhiqing closed her eyes, unable to think of what it would be like to work with Wei Wucai. 

Subconsciously, she fell asleep. 

*** 

The next morning, she was awakened by the phone alarm that she had set last night. 

She had to change, do her hair and makeup, and then wait for the shooting. 

This meant Yan Zhiqing had to leave very early. 



Yan Zhiqing had always been serious when it came to work, and she was never arrogant. 

It didn’t matter what work it was or what event she had to attend. 

Whether the person’s position was high or low, whether it was unremarkable or not, Yan Zhiqing would 

not make things difficult for others. 

Most people that Yan Zhiqing had interacted with were polite to her and had never talked bad about 

her. 

It was not just because of the Yan Family. The bigger reason was that Yan Zhiqing was dedicated, 

humble, and diligent. She had a good reputation. 

However, she also had competitors, like Lu Xiuse. 

About such things, Yan Zhiqing was very calm. 

Anyway, she had never expected everyone to like her. 

After tidying up, as she had to do her hair and let Shi Xiaoya decide her makeup, Yan Zhiqing just did her 

skincare and went out without makeup. 

Before going out, she received a WeChat message from Fang Qiaohan, meaning that Fang Qiaohan was 

already waiting for her at the hotel lobby. 

Then, Yan Zhiqing immediately took her cup and left. 

The rest of her belongings were with Fang Qiaohan. Fang Qiaohan had brought everything for her. 

The moment Yan Zhiqing opened the door, a sound came from the side. 

She looked over subconsciously and saw that Wei Wucai had also come out at the same time. 

He had just closed the door. 

How could it be so coincidental? 

Wei Wucai also heard her and looked over as he closed the door. 

After seeing her, he seemed a little surprised too. It was such a coincidence. 

Wei Wucai smiled faintly. “Morning.” 

“Morning,” said Yan Zhiqing in a daze, blinking a few times. 

As she woke up too early, it was only five-thirty in the morning right now. 

Thus, even if she had used cold water to wash her face, she was still extremely sleepy. 

Her mind was slower than usual. 

After a while, Yan Zhiqing suddenly remembered that she had not put on any makeup! 

Yan Zhiqing was not particular about other things; she was only strict on herself regarding beauty. 

Usually, no matter how short the time was, as long as she was going out, she would dress up nicely. 



She must be the star that shone the brightest among the crowd. 

If she had to rush to go out and could not do her makeup, Yan Zhiqing would wear a hat, glasses, and 

mask. 

It was not because she was afraid that people would recognize her. It was because she felt that her plain 

look did not look as good as her with makeup on. 

Of course, this was what Yan Zhiqing felt herself. 

Fang Qiaohan had told Yan Zhiqing many times that, actually, she was beautiful even without makeup. 

Yan Zhiqing always nodded. “I know.” 

“Then you don’t have to worry,” said Fang Qiaohan, confused. 

Unexpectedly, Yan Zhiqing shook her head. “Since I can be a ten when I go out to see others, I can’t 

allow myself to be only a seven.” 

Fang Qiaohan was speechless. 

However, Yan Zhiqing did not only think about these. 

She thought about her not showing her most beautiful side to Wei Wucai. 

She had allowed him to see the side of her that was not beautiful enough. 

After Yan Zhiqing said “morning,” she suddenly quivered, opened the door that had not been fully 

closed, and rushed back into the room. 

  

Chapter 2990 Why Are You Hiding? 

A “bang” sounded. The door closed right in front of Wei Wucai. 

Wei Wucai was speechless. 

He stared at Yan Zhiqing’s closed room door in confusion. 

What was going on? 

He did not say anything. He just greeted her. 

Why did Yan Zhiqing run away? 

Wei Wucai lowered his head and looked at himself, then he took out his phone, turned on the selfie 

mode, and looked at his face. 

There was nothing bad on his face either. He looked normal. 

His attire was also tidy, not showing anything that should not be shown. 

So why did Yan Zhiqing run away? 



Wei Wucai wondered this as he walked two steps towards Yan Zhiqing’s doorstep. 

Yan Zhiqing came out so early probably because she was going to the production set early. 

So Wei Wucai waited here, not afraid that Yan Zhiqing would not come out. 

She was in a rush; she must come out. 

As expected, he only waited one or two minutes. 

Wei Wucai heard the door unlocking from inside the room. 

Right after, a gap was formed by the gradually opening door, then it became bigger. 

Wei Wucai smiled, putting both hands in his pocket calmly while waiting for Yan Zhiqing to appear. 

He even moved to the side so that Yan Zhiqing would not see him at once. 

The corridor of the hotel was covered in soft carpet, so even if Wei Wucai moved his feet, Yan Zhiqing 

would not be able to hear it from inside. 

She opened the door wider and wider and saw that Wei Wucai was not there. 

She thought that perhaps he had already left. 

Annoyed, Yan Zhiqing thought about how she had been rude just now. 

Although she also greeted him, she suddenly hid back in her room. 

It was really bad to be this weak. 

She was thinking that when she met Wei Wucai later, she must bring back her vigor. 

As Yan Zhiqing pondered this, she came out and closed the room door. 

She felt faintly that something was behind her and it seemed strange. 

Yan Zhiqing shook her head, thinking that it was because she was not fully awake yet. 

Then, she closed the door and was about to turn around. 

Unexpectedly, right after she turned around, a body was right in front of her eyes. 

Staring at it, Yan Zhiqing confirmed that this was a strong chest. 

Yan Zhiqing was confused. It better not be a pervert! 

He must know that she was here, so he blocked her way early in the morning. 

Had she known this would happen, she would have left with Wei Wucai just now. 

Why did she care about wearing no makeup?! 

Now she had been blocked by a pervert! 



Yan Zhiqing was so scared that she was about to raise her leg and kick when she heard the voice from 

above saying, “Why are you hiding?” 

This voice was too familiar and even had a hint of laughter. 

Yan Zhiqing was dumbfounded. 

This was Wei Wucai’s voice. She was so nervous that she did not notice it just now. 

Now that she knew it was Wei Wucai, she realized that the fresh fragrance that came from his chest was 

what his body always had. 

Yesterday, when she was hugged by him in the restaurant, she also smelled it. 

However, as Wei Wucai was too close to her just now, her nose was almost touching his shirt. 

Yan Zhiqing was afraid that if she raised her head, she would really touch it. 

As she was suddenly so close, Yan Zhiqing felt nervous, thinking that she had met a bad guy. 

Now that she knew it was Wei Wucai, her tense and scared emotions instantly relaxed. 

But right after that, Yan Zhiqing raised her hand and hammered Wei Wucai’s chest. “You scared me to 

death. I thought it’s a pervert that’s waiting outside my door!” 

  

  

  

 


